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We study three antiferromagnetic formulations of the O~3! spin model in three dimensions by means of
Monte Carlo simulations:~1! a two parameters model with nearest- and next-nearest neighbors couplings in
a cubic lattice;~2! a face-centered-cubic lattice with nearest-neighbor interaction;~3! a cubic lattice with a set
of fully frustrating couplings. We discuss in all cases the vacua properties and analyze the phase transitions.
Using finite-size scaling analysis we conclude that all phase transitions found are of first order.

I. INTRODUCTION

There are several motivations to study antiferromagnetic
O~3! s models in three dimensions.

The first one is in the framework of classical spin models
that are of interest for systems of high spin particles. Most of
the materials with only one kind of magnetic ion have an
ordered antiferromagnetic phase at low temperature. These
materials are generally ionic crystals~oxides, chlorides, fluo-
rides, etc.! in which the magnetic ions are surrounded by
anions, its interactions being of superexchange type.1

The second one comes from high energy physics. In four
dimensions the quantum field theory is nonperturbatively
well established only in the case of asymptotically free
fields. For some models such aslf4 it has been shown that
they are trivial~noninteracting! when the nonperturbative ef-
fects are properly taken into account. Although the results for
more complex systems~scalars or fermions coupled to gauge
fields! are not conclusive, thetriviality problem is without
doubt one of the main open questions in the subject.

It is unclear the role that the antiferromagnetic models
could play in the formulation of relativistic quantum field
theories. However, the antiferromagnetic models have a very
rich phase space and presumably could present new univer-
sality classes with alternative formulations of continuum
quantum field theories.2

The study of simple versions such as three-dimensional
s models may be useful as a step towards the four-
dimensional theory.

Finally, and perhaps the strongest motivation is their close
connection with models which describe high-Tc
superconductors.3,4

The low temperature behavior of a two-dimensional quan-
tum Heisenberg antiferromagnet~2DQHA! can be described
by a nonlinears model in ~211! dimensions.3 This result
may be obtained from the Weinberg theorem:5 the low en-
ergy physics of a theory with a global symmetry groupG
spontaneously broken to a subgroupH coincide at leading
order in momenta with that of the nonlinears model defined
on the coset spaceG/H. In the nearest-neighbor quantum
antiferromagnetic Heisenberg model,G5SU~2! ~spin 1/2!
andH5U~1! ~rotations around the direction chosen by the

system!. Hence, the group manifold isS2;SU~2!/U~1!,
yielding the O~3! nonlinears model in the low energy, long-
wavelength limit. The application of the O~3! nonlinears
model to quantum antiferromagnets is due to Haldane6 ~see
Manousakis4 for a review!.

Applying this approach to the spin-1/2 Heisenberg model
on a square lattice, with only nearest-neighbor interactions,
Chakravarty, Halperin, and Nelson3 obtained a result for the
correlation length which is in good agreement with the
La2CuO4 data, the parent compound of the first high-Tc su-
perconductor discovered.7 Subsequent experiments on other
compounds have shown that two-dimensional antiferromag-
netic correlations are indeed a hallmark of these copper-
oxide phase~before they become superconductors!.

To make the copper oxides superconducting one must
dope the parent compound. In the case of La2CuO4, this
means that one replaces some fraction of La with Ba, Ca, or
Sr. As an effect, the unpaired valence electrons in the hybrid-
ized 3d-3p band go somewhere else, leaving aholebehind.
These holes lead to the destruction of long range order. The
resulting state is still not fully understood.

A frustrating interaction can be added to the 2DQHA
playing a role similar to that of doping the system~within an
adiabatic approximation8!. In both cases the Ne´el ordered
state gets perturbed, and one observes a disordering transi-
tion when the perturbation becomes sufficiently large.9,10The
simplest frustrated Heisenberg antiferromagnet in~211! di-
mensions is theJ12J2 model defined on a square lattice by

H5J1(
NN

Si•Sj1J2(
NNN

Si•Sj , ~1!

where we denote by ‘‘NN’’ the nearest neighbors and by
‘‘NNN’’ the second-nearest neighbors~or next-nearest neigh-
bors!. In this Hamiltonian, theJ1 term describes the usual
Heisenberg interaction of nearest-neighbor spins (S51/2) on
the square lattice, while theJ2,0 one introduces a frustrat-
ing interaction between next-nearest-neighbor sites.

With frustration replacing doping, charge is thrown away
and clearly one cannot explain superconductivity in this way.
The hope is rather to find some clues or insights about the
physics of two-dimensional disordered antiferromagnets
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which can be carried back to thereal problem. Independently
of this, the zero-temperature collapse of the Ne´el state is an
archetype of quantum phase transition and is well worth a
study on its own merits.

The frustrated magnetic systems are interesting in them-
selves, in the light of numerous theoretical predictions on the
nature of the disordered ground state in quantum spin
systems.11,12For instance, antiferromagnets on a squared lat-
tice, which are frustrated by adding second- and third-
neighbor couplings,13 show interesting phases with incom-
mensurate, planar, and spiral correlations.

Also weakly frustratedS51/2 Heisenberg antiferromag-
nets in two dimensions can be mapped onto an O~3! nonlin-
ear s model in the continuum limit ~i.e., for large
wavelengths!.9 So, it looks natural to study the phase dia-
gram and the nature of the transitions of the frustrated O~3!
nonlinears model, although, up to our knowledge, no new
critical points have been found in frustrated nonlinears
models.14

II. DEFINITION OF THE MODELS

The simplest O~3! s model in a cubic lattice is described
by the action

2S5b(
NN

si•sj , ~2!

wheresi is a three-component normalized real vector. For
b,0, the antiferromagnetic system is trivially related by a
ferromagnetic one with the transformation

$s~x,y,z!%;b→$s~x,y,z!~21!x1y1z%;2b. ~3!

Thus, we have to go beyond the naive definition of an
antiferromagnetics model in a simple cubic lattice.

There are several procedures to break the symmetry~3! or
to make the vacuum frustrated. Without the addition of new
fields we can~1! add new couplings to the usual nearest-
neighbor coupling,~2! change the geometry of the lattice,~3!
use different couplings along the lattice. We will discuss
these three possibilities in the following subsections.

A. The two-parameter model

The simplest multiparameter model corresponds to the ad-
dition of a next-nearest-neighbor coupling. Consider then the
two-parameter action

2S5b1(
NN

si•sj1
1

2
b2(

NNN
si•sj , ~4!

where the first sum extends over nearest-neighbor pairs while
the second corresponds to next-nearest-neighbor ones~dis-
tanceA2a). The factor 1/2 in the second term is added for
convenience.

Notice that under the staggered transformation~3! the sec-
ond sum in~4! does not change so it is not possible to map
the negativeb2 values onto positive ones.

As a general rule, we shall refer to the adimensional quan-
tities b i /kT asb i , as they are the only relevant quantities
for simulation.

Of course, new couplings may be added indefinitely. In
ferromagneticmodels, the new couplings can be useful in the
framework of renormalization group studies to move the
simulation point closer to the fixed point; variations in the
critical behavior of these systems are not expected with these
additions~universality!. It is an open question how the addi-
tion of further couplings can affect the first-order transitions
that we found inantiferromagneticmodels. This is beyond
the scope of this paper, but let us remark that we consider
very interesting a deep study of this subject specially using
renormalization group techniques.

B. The fcc lattice

Most of the work in Monte Carlo simulations is done in
simple cubic lattices, but it is possible to choose lattices with
translational and rotational symmetries that avoid the stag-
gered degeneration. In three dimensions there are several cu-
bic lattices that preserve the symmetry underp/2 rotations:
the face centered cubic~fcc!, the single-site interior centered
cubic ~bcc! , and the tetrahedrical~diamond!. Of them, only
the fcc breaks the staggered degeneration for nearest-
neighbor interactions: it is easy to realize that a body cen-
tered lattice~bcc! can be seen as two interpenetrating single
cubic lattices. This means that, by changing the spin signs in
one of the sublattices, every antiferromagnetic bond becomes
a ferromagnetic one, so that we expect it to belong to the
same universality class as the usual nonlinears model. An
analogous argument can be set for the tetrahedrical lattice.
Of course one could change this by adding further couplings.

When we chooseb150 in ~4!, defined on a cubic lattice,
two sublattices are decoupled. Each one of them is fcc,
which is not bipartite, that is, it cannot be further separated in
two noninteracting sublattices.

C. The fully frustrated model

By choosing different couplings for each site, the vacuum
may become frustrated. Models with random couplings
present a spin glass behavior. In this paper we limit ourselves
to models with a regular action. So, as a third way of break-
ing the symmetry in~3!, we study the fully frustrated~FF!
model that corresponds to a selection of the sign of the cou-
pling in a regular way but producing frustrated vacua.

The interaction in this model is defined only between
nearest neighbors, but the coupling sign alternates so that
every plaquette in the cubic lattice has an odd number of
antiferromagnetic couplings. Therefore the ground state is
frustrated.

We definebx,y,z;m as the coupling of the link pointing in
them direction from thex,y,z lattice site. A possible defini-
tion of a fully frustrating set of couplings is

bx,y,z;05b~21!x1y,

bx,y,z;15b~21!z, ~5!

bx,y,z;25b,

where the valuesm50,1,2 correspond to thex,y,z direc-
tions, respectively. Notice that there is a symmetry of the
action when changing the sign of the spin at a site and si-
multaneously changing the sign of the couplings at the links
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starting in that site (Z2 local gauge symmetry!. This property
allows a large flexibility when selecting the sign of the cou-
plings.

III. THE METHOD

A. Monte Carlo algorithms

For the updating we have used mainly a Metropolis algo-
rithm followed by several, typically nine, overrelaxation
steps. After thermalization, the number of Monte Carlo
sweeps performed for each simulation has been of the order
of 106 in the largest lattices. In all cases the autocorrelation
time is much smaller than the total Monte Carlo time used
for measures.

We represent the O~3! variables as three real numbers. It
is more efficient, to speed up the computation, to evaluate
directly the third component of the vectors rather than using
the normalization constraint.

The overrelaxed microcanonical update15 has a very
simple implementation in these models, since it only requires
sums and products of real numbers. Let us callv the terms in
the action which multiply the variableu that we want to
update:

v5b1(
NN

si1
1

2
b2(

NNN
si . ~6!

Then, the transformation we use corresponds to the maxi-
mum spin change without modifying the energy, that is

u→2
v•u

v•v
v2u. ~7!

The update is made sequentially on thex, y, andz axes
for largest efficiency~the dynamic exponent becomes 1!.

In the Metropolis algorithm, to compute the tentative
change, we calculate an uniformly distributed vector inside a
sphere of radiusd and we add it to the original spin variable,
normalizing afterwards. We perform three hits per update,
selecting thed value to ensure an acceptance rate over a
75%.

We have also implemented a Wolff’s single-cluster
algorithm16 but, due to the frustration, the cluster size repre-
sents a very large fraction of the total lattice volume when
we are near to the antiferromagnetic transition, making the
algorithm very inefficient. For this reason we have used it
only to study the ferromagnetic transition.

B. Observables

We measure the energies

E15
1

3V(
NN

si•sj , ~8!

E25
1

6V(
NNN

si•sj , ~9!

whereV is the lattice volume. With these definitions we en-
sure thatE1 ,E2P@21,1#. For the fcc lattice we measure

only the first-neighbor energy. In the FF case we must con-
sider the sign of the coupling ifi -j corresponds to a signed
link.

The standard magnetization is defined as

M5
1

V(
i

si . ~10!

In the case of antiferromagnetic phases the previous quan-
tity vanishes so it is not an order parameter. In the two-
parameter model as well as in the fcc lattice we can define an
order parameter as the set of vectors~staggered magnetiza-
tion!

M x
s5

1

V(
i

~21!xsi ,

M y
s5

1

V(
i

~21!ysi , ~11!

M z
s5

1

V(
i

~21!zsi ,

where x,y,z are the coordinates ofi th site of the lattice.
Notice that, for instance,M x

s is just the Fourier transform of
the spatial spin distribution at momentum (p,0,0).

For the fully frustrated model, we have computed the fol-
lowing set of vectors:

M p~ i , j ,k!5
8

V (
x,y,z
~even!

s~x1 i ,y1 j ,z1k!, i , j ,k50,1.

~12!

Using the local gauge invariance it is easy to check that
the mean values ofM p( i , j ,k) do not depend ofi , j ,k. We
shall refer to this common expectation value as theperiod
two magnetization.

In finite lattices all the vector magnetizations have zero
mean values. In practice we measure the magnetization
squared from which we can obtain^M2&, ^M4&, ^uM u&, etc.,
whereM is one of the magnetizations defined above.

From the the mean values of functions of the magnetiza-
tions squared we compute the Binder cumulant and the sus-
ceptibility.

The Binder cumulant is defined as

UL512
^M4&
3^M2&2

, ~13!

and it is of interest to determine the transition point as well
as some quotients of critical exponents in second-order phase
transitions.

Regarding the susceptibility, we use the definition

x5V~^M2&2^uM u&2!. ~14!

Another very interesting quantity is the correlation length.
The usual definition looking at the exponential tail of the
propagators at large separation is very difficult to measure
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due to fluctuations. Also we would need asymmetric lattices
with one dimension longer than the others to be able to ob-
serve the exponential tail.

We have used instead the second momentum definition
considered in Ref. 17. From the propagator

G~r i2r j !5^si•sj&, ~15!

we compute the Fourier transform at zero momentum (g0)
and also at minimal nonzero momentumupminu52p/L ~we
call it g1), L being the lattice length. We use the definition
for the correlation length

j5S g0 /g121

4sin2~p/L ! D
1/2

. ~16!

We address to Ref. 17 for details. For the antiferromagnetic
vacua the previous definition is appropriately generalized us-
ing the staggered magnetization.

Definition ~16! has the same finite-size scaling behavior
that the exponential correlation length, but it is easier to mea-
sure. When there is spontaneous magnetization~16! makes
no sense as a correlation length~it always grows withL!.

In practice we store the values of the energies and mag-
netizations of configurations usually separated by 10 Monte
Carlo sweeps. From this data we can compute the derivatives
with respect to the couplings as the connected correlation
with the energies. We define the specific heat matrix as

Ci j5
]Ei

]b j
53V~^EiEj&2^Ei&^Ej&!. ~17!

The derivatives of functions of the magnetization can be
computed in the same way. In addition, we use the spectral
density method18 for calculating the observables in a neigh-
borhood of the transition point.

IV. FINITE-SIZE SCALING

To study the properties of the transition we have used a
finite-size scaling analysis.

The correlation length exponentn can be measured from
quantities which have aL1/n scaling behavior, like the
maxima ofdln^uM u&/db or (dUL /db). The former quanti-
ties will be used in this work. Alternatively, we can use the
same quantities evaluated at the infinite volume critical tem-
perature, if it is known at all. We can estimate this value in
second-order phase transitions by measuring the Binder cu-
mulant for various lattices and locating the point where the
graphics cross. The scaling behavior of the crossing point,
bL1 ,L2

for latticesL1 , L2 was obtained by Binder:19

1

bc
2

1

bL1 ,L2

;
1

ln~L1 /L2!
. ~18!

The exponentsa, andg can be obtained computing the
maximum of the specific heat and susceptibility, respec-
tively:

C;La/n, ~19!

x;Lg/n, ~20!

For computing theb exponent we measure the value of the
magnetization at the transition point using the relation

^uM u&bc
;L2b/n. ~21!

However at a first-order phase transition the correlation
length does not diverge. Nevertheless, there is a scaling be-
havior with fictitious critical exponents.

For example, the specific heat grows with the volume
Ld of the system if the lattice sizeL is large enough, we will
say then thata/n5d. Summarizing, thecritical exponentsof
a first-order phase transition obtained from finite-size scaling
are20

n5
1

d
, a51, g51. ~22!

Most of these scaling relationships are for the maximum
of a given observable. But different observables do not nec-
essarily have their maxima at the same value of the coupling.
This means that short trial runs are needed to locate the ap-
parent critical coupling for one of them~for instance the
specific heat or the susceptibility! and, then, rely on the stan-
dard spectral density method18 to extrapolate to other values
of the couplings and to obtain the maxima of different ob-
servables or their values at a suitable point.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. The two-parameter model

We have studied the parameter regionb1.0. The case
b1,0 can be mapped onto theb1.0 one with the transfor-
mation ~3!. Theb150 limit is a special case as two sublat-
tices are decoupled, so we will consider it in the following
subsection as an independent model~fcc lattice!.

We have found three different phases: the ferromagnetic
phase, that covers most of the region of positive coupling
values, the antiferromagnetic phase, for large enough nega-
tive values ofb2 , and an intermediate disordered~paramag-
netic! region.

The order parameter for the paramagnetic-ferromagnetic
transition is the usual magnetization~10!. For the
paramagnetic-antiferromagnetic transition we use the stag-
gered magnetization~11! as an order parameter, since the
interaction stabilizes a structure of alternate planes~see be-
low!.

The corresponding transition lines are depicted in Fig. 1.
These lines have been obtained from simulations in small
lattices (L<16). The finite-size effects in the apparent criti-
cal points are negligible at the scale of Fig. 1. The finite-size
scaling analysis reported below has been done at the points
labeledA to F.

We have analyzed three points~A, B, andC in Fig. 1!
along the transition line separating the disordered from the
ferromagnetic phase. One of them~B! is the standards
model critical point,A is the fcc ferromagnetic lattice@at
b50.619(5)#, and the last one~C! is at b152.0 and
b250.853(5).

At every point, we have measured the critical exponents
and we have checked that they agree well with known values
for the standards model;21 we remark that the exponentn
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has been measured within a 2% of accuracy. We can say with
a high level of confidence that all the paramagnetic-
ferromagnetic transition lies in the same universality class.

The second line separates a disordered paramagnetic
phase from an antiferromagnetic ordered phase. The ground
state of this phase is given by one of these three types of
configurations (u being an arbitrary unit length vector!:

s~x,y,z!5~21!xu,

s~x,y,z!5~21!yu, ~23!

s~x,y,z!5~21!zu.

Consequently the O~3! symmetry is spontaneously broken
and the magnetizationM s defined in~11! is adapted to this
order. Notice also that the spatial rotational~cubic group!
invariance is also broken since the vacua are anisotropic.

We have studied in detail three points along the antiferro-
magnetic line~labeledD, E, andF in Fig. 1!. We have mea-
sured the specific heat, the susceptibility, the magnetization
M s and the correlation length in each one. We will report the
results in the following paragraphs.

The specific heat is defined as the fluctuation of the en-
ergy or equivalently the derivative of the energy with respect
to the coupling. As we work with two couplings (b1 , b2),
and their conjugate energies (E1 andE2 , respectively!, the
specific heat is really a 232 matrix. For simplicity we just
present the results for the derivative ofE2 respect tob2 in
the case of pointD; and for pointsE andF we measure the
derivative of (E122E2) with respect to the linear combina-
tion b12(1/2)b2 . We have checked that derivatives in other
directions scarcely add any new information.

Using the spectral density method we measure the specific
heat at the point where it reaches its maximum value along
some straight line in the (b1 ,b2) plane to obtain a more
accurate value. We have chosen trajectories that cross the
transition line nearly orthogonally. For pointD we have
moved along the lineb152. For pointE we have chosen the

line b11(1/2)b250. In the case of pointF the simulations
have been done atb150.5, moving along a line
b12(1/2)b25const.

The finite-size scaling of the specific heat fits to a behav-
ior of type~19! only for very large lattices. A better fit can be
obtained to a dependence of type

C;A1BLa/n, ~24!

where A and B are constants. To avoid a difficult three-
parameter fit to determinea/n one could carry out a linear fit
of lnC as a function of lnL. However this may be a very
dangerous procedure, due to the presence of the constant
termA, that would require very large values ofL in order to
find a clear asymptotic behavior. In Fig. 2 this bilogarithmic
plot shows the lack of asymptotic behavior in lattices as large
asL564.

In Fig. 3 we plotC as a function of several powers ofL.
It is clear that forn53 ~corresponding toa/n53) the be-
havior is almost linear with a nonvanishingL→0 limit.

We should emphasize that the asymptotic~first-order! be-
havior is reached in all cases but it is more difficult to see at
the point labeledE.

Another interesting quantity is the magnetic susceptibility.
In this case, usually it is not necessary to add a constant term
to the power law~20! to obtain a good linear behavior for
reasonable lattice sizes. The data show an absence of linear
behavior even for the larger lattices. If the slope is computed
with contiguous points we obtain values greater than 3 for
the larger lattices. We can conclude that this quantity is badly
behaved because of the first-order nature of the transition. In
fact it is defined as the difference of two functions that be-
come discontinuous in theL→` limit. Nevertheless, the be-
havior found excludes a second-order transition.

Regarding the energy histograms, the results for the three
points are shown in Fig. 4. The first-order behavior~two-
peak structure! is again conclusive, with a stable inter peak
distance for growing lattice size and a decreasing height in
the intermediate region. It is interesting to point out that even
whenL is too small to resolve both peaks the analysis of the

FIG. 1. Phase diagram of the two-parameter model. We plot
solid diamonds at the points referred on the text. The lines corre-
spond to the ferromagnetic~solid! and antiferromagnetic~dashed!
transitions.

FIG. 2. Specific heat as a function of the lattice size in a biloga-
rithmic scale for the pointsD ~circles!, E ~squares!, and F ~tri-
angles!. The error bars are smaller than the symbol sizes.
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specific heat or of the susceptibility gives strong indications
of a first-order character of the transition.

Finally we consider the correlation length defined in~16!.
In Fig. 5 ~left! we plot j as a function ofb2 for several
lattice sizes in the pointD. Only for b2.b2

c the plotted
quantity makes sense as a correlation length. The value at the
critical point has to be obtained computing this point by
other means.

Notice that the lowest line, corresponding to theL548
lattice, does not jump at the transition. The reason for this is
that the simulation was carried out in the disordered phase
and then extrapolated, so it accounts only for the metastable
disordered state.

The coincidence with theL532 plot in the unbroken
phase is very reassuring, in the sense that we have an accu-

rate measure of the correlation length, which seems fairly
stable until the transition point.

Following the same procedure for pointsE andF, middle
and right parts of Fig. 5, we quote

jmax
D ;7,

jmax
E ;12, ~25!

jmax
F ;7,

where the statistical errors are about a 10%. The values in
~25! give ana posterioriexplanation of the different levels of
difficulty in reaching the asymptotic behavior in each case.

The shift of the critical point is too small for extracting
the critical exponentn with accuracy, but for the larger lat-
tices it is compatible with anL23 behavior. Linear fitting the
apparent critical points for the larger lattices, as a function of
the inverse of the volume, we obtain the following infinite
volume values for the selected transition points:

b1
D52, b2

D521.251 11~13!,

b1
E50.857 63~8!, b2

E5b1
E/2, ~26!

b1
F50.5, b2

F522.3899~12!.

B. The fcc lattice

In this model, whenb is large and negative, the ground
state becomes very complex. In addition to the global sym-
metries, the classical (T50) ground state is continuously
degenerated with an O~3! L degeneracy group: the lattice will
exfoliate in planes perpendicular to one of the lattice axis.
We can arbitrarily rotate the privileged direction of every
plane, without changing the energy~see Fig. 6!. This is a
very common feature of vector spin systems with competing
couplings.

However the O~3! L ground state invariance is not a sym-
metry of the Hamiltonian and then we expect the thermal
fluctuations to select a discrete subset as the stable ground
state. This is known as Villain’sorder from disorder.22 A
first-order free energy calculation in the spin wave
approximation23 indicates that thecollinear ground state is
selected: that is one in which the O~3! L symmetry is broken
and all spins in all planes are oriented in the same direction.

Let us see how this general tendency can be understood:23

the local magnetic field acting on a spin in a given plane
~consider, for instance, the black spin in the middle plane in
Fig. 6! is the sum of the magnetic fields of its 12 nearest
neighbors. In any ground state at zero temperature, the mag-
netic field will be null, but thermal fluctuations in each plane
will produce a magnetic field perpendicular to its privileged
direction. The spin in the middle plane will then orientate
orthogonally to the mean magnetic field so that the spin fluc-
tuations will be parallel to it, selecting acollinear ground
state. In the absence of another interaction that unambigu-
ously fixes the ground state~in Ref. 23 they consider also a
second-neighbor interaction!, we still have a remainingZ2

L

degeneracy, as, according to the previous heuristic argument,
all the spins in a given plane may be inverted. We have
carried out a free energy calculation in the spin wave ap-

FIG. 3. Specific heat vs (L/Lmax)
n (n51,2,3) in the pointsD,

E, andF. We see that the specific heat grows like the volume of the
lattice.

FIG. 4. Energy histograms forL524 ~dashes!, L532 ~solid!,
L548 ~long dashes!, andL564 ~dot-dashes! at pointsD, E, andF.
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proximation that shows that, up to first order, the degeneracy
is unbroken. Specifically, let us consider any one of these
2L ground states,$si

0%. Any configuration near the ground
state can be written$A12p2si

01pi% with si
0
•pi50. Re-

garding the partition function, it can be shown in perturba-
tion theory that the lower order term that could depend on
the specific collinear ground state selected, isO(p8).

The numerical analysis of the low temperature regime by
means of Monte Carlo simulation is to be interpreted with
great care, because finite-size effects may be very mislead-
ing.

We have performed a numerical simulation with an
L524 lattice in the low temperature phase (b525,bc)
that confirms the collinear prediction@O~3! L breaking#.
However, every one of the 2L ground states is very stable
under Monte Carlo evolution with a local update algorithm
in the sense that the system does not move from a neighbor-
hood of the corresponding ground state. On the other hand,
we have computed the mean energy starting from different
configurations, and we have obtained the same values within
errors. The errors are about 1025 to be compared with the
latent heat of the transition (;1022).

Therefore, a proper simulation in the low temperature
phase becomes very hard given the very long tunneling time.
This is of no significance for real magnetic crystals like
UO2, because any next-nearest-neighbor coupling, breaks
this degeneracy.

There is a previous work,24 where the model has been
studied, and evidence for the first-order nature of the transi-
tion is presented. However, they do not describe theZ2

L de-
generation, although they report different results for their
order parameter if the starting configuration was random or
ordered~their ordered configuration was just one special case
of the 2L ground states, which would have been natural with
a second-neighbor coupling!.

The picture we get from this is a disordered phase until
b;24.5 where a first-order transition takes place to a very
different phase, roughly collinear, but with a somehow glassy
behavior.

In Fig. 7 we show a bilogarithmic plot of the maximum of
the specific heat as a function of the lattice size. The growing
for the larger lattices is even larger that the asymptotic value
expected for a first-order transition. This phenomenon is un-
derstood as a transient increasing of the latent heat. In Fig. 8
we show a very clear double-peak histogram for theL532
lattice. Comparing with theL524 case we see a wider his-
togram in addition to the effect of the decreasing of the prob-
ability in the central region. Although we cannot consider the
behavior atL532 as asymptotic, the first-order nature of the
transition is well established.

Using the larger lattices we have computed the extrapola-
tion to infinite volume of the transition point, under the hy-
pothesis of first order behavior, obtaining

FIG. 5. Correlation length as a function of one
coupling at pointsD, E, andF. The dotted lines
corresponds to disordered metastable states. Solid
symbols have been plotted at the simulation point
and open ones have been obtained with the spec-
tral density method moving along linesb152 for
pointD and 2b11b25constant for pointsE and
F.

FIG. 6. Classic ground state for the fcc lattice. In the figure, the
distance between planes has been stretched out for clarity. A global
rotation of the spins of any plane does not change the total energy.
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bc
fcc524.491~2!. ~27!

C. The fully frustrated model

The Hamiltonian@see Eq.~5!# of this model is invariant
under the transformation~3! so we will consider only the
b>0 case.

At small b value the model presents a disorder phase. At
largeb the system becomes ordered, but with a fairly com-
plicated structure. A phase transition is observed at

bc
FF52.263 31~13!. ~28!

Let us first discuss the properties of the ordered phase. We
have found directly from the simulation that the modulus of
the magnetization defined in~12! is large atb.bc and it
goes to 1 whenb→`. This means that the system develops
a period-two structure, allowing us to characterize the
vacuum just by studying the unit cell (23 spins! which we
have done by means of analytical and numerical methods.

In the unit cell, with periodic boundary conditions, from
the 832 parameters we can fix a direction on the internal
space and an azimuthal angle, remaining 13 parameters. The
ground state is highly degenerate: the set of minimal energy
configurations is a two-dimensional manifold.

Let us callei[s(r0)•s(r i), where the siter0[(0,0,0)
and r i is one of the sitesr1[(1,0,0), r2[(0,1,0),
r3[(0,0,1). Due to theZ2 local gauge invariance it can be
assumed that the couplings between those sites are positive.
It is easy to check that given any configuration with values
ei5ci there is another configuration with the same total en-
ergy for any permutation of$c1 ,c2 ,c3%. We have generated
different ground state configurations, whose total energy is
2431/A3, and we have checked that, in the corresponding
three-dimensional space$e1 ,e2 ,e3%, they lie in a plane per-
pendicular to the vector (1,1,1) filling an hexagon with ver-
tices at@1,(2A323)/3,A3/3# and permutations.

In a L.2 lattice atb.bc but finite, the equilibrium con-
figurations concentrate in the six corners of the hexagon in a
region whose size decreases for increasing lattice size. For
example, atb510 in anL>16 lattice the system is unable to
flip between vertices in the local Monte Carlo evolution. We
must point out that the selection of the vertex as the origin of
the elementary cell is arbitrary. Selecting another origin the
results are equivalent. We interpret the behavior of the or-
dered phase as a Villain’s order from disorder mechanism.

It is rather natural, that such a complicated ordered phase,
where entropy selects one of the continuously infinite ground
states, will make the thermodynamic limit hard to reach. In
fact, this is a weak first-order transition as the finite-size
scaling of the specific heat shows~see Fig. 9!. Careful ob-
servation of Fig. 9 shows that for lattice sizes fromL58 to
L524 we find a fairly good fit toa/n51. This is a typical
signature of a weak first-order transition.25 Indeed, bigger
lattices show a completely different finite-size scaling behav-
ior: for L524 to L564 we finda/n53 as expected in a
first-order transition~see Fig. 9!, although we only observe
for L564 an incipient two peak structure in the energy his-
togram.

For the susceptibility, we find traces of the weak first-
order character of the transition, in the growing slope of the
bilogarithmic plot of the maximum value of the susceptibil-

FIG. 7. Specific heat as a function of the lattice size in a biloga-
rithmic scale for the fcc lattice. The slope of the segment joining
points L58 and L512 is 0.96~7! and that corresponding to
L524 andL532 is 4.96~8!.

FIG. 8. Energy histogram forL524 ~dashed line! and L532
~solid line! at the antiferromagnetic transition in the fcc lattice.

FIG. 9. Specific heat vs (L/Lmax)
n (n51,2,3) in the FF model.

We see that the specific heat grows like the volume of the lattice.
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ity versus the lattice size. The slope from the two smallest
lattices is 2.06(5)~two is the value for a weak first-order
transition! and from the biggest lattices, it isg/n53.11(9).

Finally, by observing the evolution of the order parameter
asL grows~Fig. 10!, we conclude that in the infinite volume
limit it becomes a discontinuous function ofb.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have explored with Monte Carlo simulations three
models with internal O~3! symmetry that develop frustrated
antiferromagnetic vacua: a model with ferromagnetic
nearest-neighbor interaction and antiferromagnetic second-
nearest-neighbor one; an antiferromagnetic model in a fcc
lattice; and a fully frustrated model. We found a very rich
variety of vacuum structures. In particular we have observed
different cases of Villain’s order from disorder mechanism.

By studying the finite-size scaling behavior of the specific
heat, susceptibility, and correlation length we conclude that
all the antiferromagnetic transitions found are of first order.
This conclusion is also confirmed with the analysis of the
energy distribution of the equilibrium configurations. In
some cases lattices as large as 483 or 643 have been needed
to observe a double-peak structure of the energy histogram.

On the other hand, we have checked that all the ferromag-
netic line in the two-parameter model as well as the fcc limit
belong to the same universality class. This seems to be the
only universality class for three-dimensional O~3! models.
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